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• A shared, distributed ledger that is 

secured by cryptography

• Computers in a network, called nodes, 

process and store transactions

• A blockchain network can span the globe

and predictably reconcile transactions

What is blockchain?



• All transactions are appended to the

ledger and cryptograpically chained

• If you want to change 1 transaction

you’ll have to rewrite history

• Built on existing “proven” 

technologies that you all use today

Why is it so secure?



Why do we want this? 1/2 

Website

Email

The internet was designed to copy data reliably between nodes



Why do we want this? 2/2 

Transferring data (from party X to party Y) is not possible on the internet 



And this is today’s workaround

Third Parties like you facilitate value transfers



There’s more than 1 “type” of blockchain



And thus there is more than 1 “kind”



Above all there’s a lot of attention

2015

2 YEARS 

LATER!



• “Blockchain technology is something that 

everyone is excited about, but we have to 

remember that bitcoin is one of the very 

few instances. And the other times when 

blockchain was used they were basically 

Ponzi schemes, so it’s very important that 

if we go forward with it, we're sure that it’s 

not going to be used to exploit.”

Listen to World Bank President Jim Yong Kim
“Everyone Is Excited About Blockchain”

I’m so 
excited…



• CPMI Working Group to undertake an analysis 

of such “currencies”

• The emergence of distributed ledger 

technology could present a hypothetical 

challenge to central banks, not through 

replacing a central bank with some other kind 

of central body but mainly because it reduces 

the functions of a central body and, in an 

extreme case, may obviate the need for a 

central body entirely for certain functions.

November 2015

https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d137.pdf



• Developments to date suggest that 

DLT bears promise but that there is 

still a long way to go before that 

promise may be fully realized

• Provides Analytical Framework 

with Key Questions for further 

exploration and analysis

February 2017

https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d157.pdf



• As it stands, cash is the only means by which the public can hold 

central bank money ... A CBCC would allow consumers to hold central 

bank liabilities in digital form.But this would also be possible if the 

public were allowed to have central bank accounts, an idea that has 

been around for a long time.We argue that the main benefit that a 

consumer-facing retail CBCC would offer, over the provision of public 

access to (centralised) central bank accounts, is that the former would 

have the potential to provide the anonymity of cash. In particular, 

peer-to-peer transfers allow anonymity vis-à-vis any third party. If 

third-party anonymity is not of sufficient importance to the public, 

then many of the alleged benefits of retail CBCCs can be achieved by 

giving broad access to accounts at the central bank.

September 2017

https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1709f.htm



Central Banks are moving forward with tests

• Central Bank-Backed Group Plans Blockchain Platform Launch in India

• Singapore Central Bank Reveals 3 New Blockchain Payments Prototypes

• Bank of England: Next-Gen Settlement System Will Be DLT Compatible

• Central Bank of Papua New Guinea Embraces Blockchain to Help Unbanked

But some tests appear to fall short (although the reasons weren’t shared)

• European Central Bank and Bank of Japan: Blockchain Too Immature for Adoption

https://www.coindesk.com/central-bank-backed-group-plans-blockchain-platform-launch-india/
https://www.coindesk.com/singapore-regulator-announces-3-new-dlt-prototypes-for-banking-system/
https://www.coindesk.com/bank-england-next-gen-settlement-system-will-dlt-compatible/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/central-bank-of-papua-new-guinea-embraces-blockchain-in-effort-to-help-unbanked
https://cointelegraph.com/news/european-central-bank-and-bank-of-japan-blockchain-too-immature-for-adoption


And the first solutions begin to emerge

• Mastercard Opens-Up Access to Blockchain API for Partner Banks and Merchants

– The company has tested and validated its blockchain and will initially implement the 

technology in the business-to-business (B2B) space to address challenges of speed, 

transparency and costs in cross-border payments

• Hey doesn’t that sound just like:

– IBM is doing with Stellar

– R3 is doing with Corda and 22 banks

– Ripple is offering for the last 3 years and 

– fintechs like Cashaa were doing with Bitcoin (but are doing an ICO now)

https://newsroom.mastercard.com/press-releases/mastercard-opens-access-blockchain-api-partner-banks-merchants/
https://www.finextra.com/newsarticle/31191/ibm-uses-blockchain-to-improve-cross-border-payments-processing?utm_medium=newsflash&utm_source=2017-10-16&member=81430
https://www.r3.com/blog/2017/10/31/r3-and-22-banks-build-real-time-international-payments-solution-on-corda-dlt-platform/
https://ripple.com/
https://cashaa.com/technology.php
https://cashaa.com/cas-token.php


The next few years will be “calm”



and other industries will take the lead

Hi I’m 
manufacturing!

https://www.automationworld.com/blockchain-meets-manufacturing-supply-chain


What are most banks focussing on now?

1. Clearing and Settlement

2. Payments

3. Trade finance

4. Identity

5. Syndicated loans



Why Trade Finance?
It’s about paperwork: I.e. the transfer of title

Token

Customer/Shipper/Warehouse/

Bank/Supplier/Buyer

Title document

X

Customer Bank



Some reconsiderations required

Source: blog.zuehlke.com/en/how-the-blockchain-can-disrupt-trade-finance/



For example: A new Bill of Lading

Unique global

transaction

Low txn cost

Exact time

Tokens = goods
Readable for humans

& machines



There’s a lot going on today

• Digital Trade Chain Consortium launches we.trade

• Banks team up with IBM in trade finance blockchain

• Amsterdam Trade Bank uses blockchain for commodity trade finance

• Maersk unveils First Industry-Wide Cross-Border Supply Chain Solution

• ING and R3 make trade finance easier

• Commodity Traders, Energy Majors and Banks Join Forces to Create a Blockchain-

based Digital Platform for the Energy Commodity Trading Industry

https://newsroom.kbc.com/digital-trade-chain-consortium-launches-wetrade-announces-joint-venture-and-welcomes-santander
https://www.ft.com/content/7dc8738c-a922-11e7-93c5-648314d2c72c
https://insights.cegeka.com/news/amsterdam-trade-bank-cegeka-blockchain-commodity-trade-finance-application
http://www-03.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressrelease/51712.wss
https://www.ing.com/Newsroom/All-news/ING-and-R3-make-trade-finance-easier.htm
http://www.prnewswire.co.uk/news-releases/commodity-traders-energy-majors-and-banks-join-forces-to-create-a-blockchain-based-digital-platform-for-655497933.html


Why identity?

• Banks have been trying for years to set up a shared digital utility to record 

customers' identities and keep them updated. They have failed to find the 

right formula, undone by conflicting demands and the problem of deciding 

liability. Some believe that blockchain could offer a solution because of its 

cryptographic protection and its ability to share a constantly updated 

record with many parties.



• KYC, AML, WwFT, …

• Understand who is attempting what 

and exchange your findings with your 

financial peers will reduce fraud

• Verifying an ID is essential for any 

online solution

Fixing real problems



ID frameworks are already converging



• Scalability vs. trust

• Understanding where blockchain

really adds value for you

– Only to be done in a Proof of Concept

– It’s not a swap-in technology

• How will it help your customer?

– And what will they need from you?

Still many challenges remain 

http://www.vukolic.com/iNetSec_2015.pdf



• The public Ethereum blockchain as a 

global stock exchange

• Now you need ETH to invest, soon

Z-Cash (= even more anonymous) 

with latest update

• Every startup is doing an ICO, 

bringing in … what really?

and distractions lie ahead
ICO = Unregulated anonymous IPO



Conclusions and take-aways

• This technology is here to stay, but you will need to experiment with it to 

understand where and if it can add any value

• New business models will emerge over time, possibly threaten core 

revenue streams from banks

• Most of all this technology will enable your clients to benefit, make sure 

you’re ready to support them
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